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JUNIOR PHILOMATHEIA PRESENTS SHOW
State of
Affairs

SUB TURRI
I

It has been announced by |
the Photographic Editor of
1 the Sub Turri that Seniors 1
may have a sitting without
I proofs, at Purdy's, for 51.50. |
This arrangement will make it
By Gabriel G. Ryan, '35
possible for Seniors, who do |
SHORT month from now, all | not wish to order any pictures |
|
to have their picture in the
eyes will be turned to the naSub Turri at this reduced §
|
on
March
capital
where,
4th,
tional
rate.
Franklin Roosevelt will undertake
the greatest responsibility in our
national history. We shall read
with curious interest the concrete
declaration of his policies and
projects. There will be triumphal
BEGIN CONCERTS
processions, throngs of cheering
spectators, and pages of newspaper
"copy." This is to be expected; it Clubs Under Direction of
is an orderly characteristic of our
Mr. James Ecker for
constitutional revolutions.
Seventh Season
But beneath the pageantry and
speechmaking of the inauguration
will be the sober realization that
The Boston College Musical Clubs,
this change in government has been
a Glee Club of some thirty-five
with
dictated by a suffering people. The
nation is outwardly at peace, but members and an orchestra of fine
inwardly it is engaged in a critical personnel, is now engaged in the
struggle with forces which have yearly tour of concerts in different
sapped its resources and spread parts of New England.
pessimism and unrest abroad.
For the seventh consecutive year
Whether we personally expect much
the
club has been under the direction
or little from Mr. Roosevelt and his
Mr. James Ecker, well-known
of
party, we all appreciate the seriousBoston musician, who has been acness of their position and the abtive in musical circles for a number
solute necessity of immediate acof" years. He is at present director
tion. Taxes, war debts, tariff, farm in Boston
schools and is an organist
relief, governmental economy, and for
the Immaculate Conception
prohibition all present problems
Church.
which must be dealt with summarThe Glee Club, which has been reily, according to the unmistakable
hearsing since the opening of classes
mandate of the people.
But will they be ? There's many has given a very creditable showing
vaa slip 'twixt a proposal and action. and this season will feature a
riety of classical, semi-classical and
called
Congress
special
Will
be
into
familiar airs.
session and, if so, will it find itself
The feature of the Glee Club conin accord with the new president's
cert
will be a brass quartet compolicies?
Will we have executive
leadership and legislative coopera- posed of James Deary, Francis Mction ? We trust that a better brand Conville, John Carey and Joseph
of cooperation will be shown than Corcoran; an instrumental trio of
that exhibited by the Democratic Theodore Marier, Joseph Brennan
majority in the House of the present and James Deary.
The orchestra, which has a strongCongress.
The new Senate remains somewhat of an unknown string section and is well balanced
quantity, but the quality of its between brass and wood-wind, will
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 6)
leadership will be seriously impaired
Montana
if men like Walsh of
and
Carter Glass accept cabinet positions.
Radicalism has reared its JESUIT FATHERS
head in the ranks of the Southern
Congressmen; sectional blocs will
TAKE FINAL VOWS
prove stubborn if their proposals
are not honored. In short, the new Six Members of Faculty in
president will doubtless experience
Service at St. Mary's
trouble with his Congress. But his
past
words and actions during the
few weeks would lead us to expect
Last Thursday on the Feast of the
a forceful type of leadership from
Purification of the Blessed Virgin
the White House. If Mr. Roosevelt
can influence Progressive Republi- Mary, six members of the Boston
cans like Norris and Johnson, the College faculty took their final vows.
radical members of bis own party The Reverend Father Rector, Louis
T. Gallagher, S.J., was the celebrant
should readily fall in line.
Granted, then, that the new presi- of the Mass for the occasion.
dent will be able in some measure
The six priests were: Rev. Russell
to control Congress (quite an ad- M. Sullivan, S.J., the retiring dean
mission, when we consider the many of Freshman; Rev. Walter F.
sectional interests), what concrete Friary, S.J., the incoming dean of
form will the "new deal" take? The Freshman; Rev. Leo J. Gilleran,
people expect immediate emergency S.J., who is faculty director of the
and remedial measures. But thus Boston College Musical clubs, and
far Mr. Roosevelt has suggested Sophomore professor; Rev. Sidney J.
little more
an extension of the Smith, S.J., former Sophomore promeasures inaugurated by his pre- fessor, who has retired due to ill
decessor. He has shown a tendency health; Rev. Peter A. O'Brien, S.J.,
to rely upon vast public works to a professor of Sophomore, and Rev.
give employment to many; he has Bernard C. Doucette, S.J., who is
gone on record in favor of govern- now studying Aviation Meteorologiment farm relief. But his relief cal Science at M. I. T. Later he will
proposals will probably not assume conduct the Weather Observatory at
definite form until he has taken Manila.
office and had an opportunity to
Relatives and friends and the rest
investigate the immediate needs of of the faculty of Boston College were
present.
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
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Tickets for "Dick Whitting- |
ton" are now on sale. Reser1 vations may be made with
| Philip Kelley, William Day, 1
of College
George Keleher or Fabian |
Play Leading Roles
I Rouke. Tickets are priced at
fifty and seventy-five cents |
|
in
| and one dollar and one dollar 1
and a half. Tickets may be
1 obtained any day at the TreasThe long-heralded world premiere
|
urer's office.
|
of "Dick Whittington" will be
presented next Monday and Tuesday evenings, Feb. 13 and 14,
at the Boston Opera House, by the
COMPLETE
Junior Philomatheia Club. Many
FOR JUNIOR WEEK students of the college are cooperating with the club and are cast in
leading roles.
Communion Breakfast, On the merits of this presentation, the operetta, which was comTea Dance, Prom
posed by Boston's well-known playFeatures
wrights and musicians, Mrs. Larz
Anderson and Mrs. Grace Warner
Long awaited and warmly wel- Gulesian, will be produced on
comed Junior Week begins Sunday Broadway if its success is assured.
next with the communion breakfast.
A Musical Extravaganza
Mass will be at 9:30 and the breakThe show is called a blithe and
fast will start at 11. Several of the
melodious musical extravaganza,
professors of the Junior class will
speak. Climaxing the week is the and is said to bring to America a
form of entertainment popular in
Junior Prom on Friday, the 17th, the
Europe, but until now comparatively
peak of the entire social season.
in this country.
It conSandwiched between the two are unknown
of three acts set in the quaint
sists
several functions, only one of which
is a repeat of former weeks. The atmosphere of fifteenth century
tea dance, which has always been England.
one of the favorite features, has reStory Begins in London
mained in the schedule. The Crystal
According to the tradition on
ballroom of the Hotel Kenmore, on which the story is based "Dick"
Tuesday afternoon, will be the setgoes to London with his remarkting of the tea. This feature will able
cat, ?all the way from Glousbe followed in the evening by a per- tershire. He soon meets "Sir Hugh
formance of "Dick Whittington." A Fitzwarren" and his beautiful
special dinner has been arranged by daughter, "Alice," and the "sparkthe hotel for those desirous of din- ling comedy of love and madcap ading before the theatre.
venture" follow in rapid sequences.
Referees for the hockey game are
It is the cat that always helps
Ed Gallagher, '32, of the Law "Dick" out in tight places and plays
School, and Harry Downes, assist- a prominent part in his arrival at
ant coach of football at the college. the lordly position of Lord Mayor
Both men were individual stars in of London. Their adventure, along
baseball, football and hockey in past with "Sir Hugh," "Alice" and comyears. Two games have been ar- pany, carries them to Morocco and
ranged for the evening. The first here they meet with more excitebetween Colby College and North- ment and comedy.
eastern University, the second be- Beautiful Costumes and Settings
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 5)
The London scenes, the shipboard
life, and the Sultan's palace have
settings and costumes of great
HOCKEY TEAM TO charm of color and variety. The
costumes have been carefully deMEET TECH CLUB signed after research into authentic
resources. It is entirely a gay piece
not only are the scenes and cosMain Attraction at Arena and
tumes colorful but also the experiences of the characters are interNext Friday Evening
esting. We find something new and
diverting in this piece of "Dick
After an auspicious start in their Whittington's" rise to fame and
8-6 victory over Northeastern, the fortune from the obscurity of a vilEagle puck chasers will make their lage lad.
second appearance Friday night
Mrs. Larz Anderson wrote her
against the Technology sextet in version of the fable, and Mrs. Gulethe main attraction of a triple sian, who has composed all the
header at the Arena.
music, offers us some lilting strains
In their initial appearance, Coach of a mixture of symphonic and
Kelly's understudies lived up to all modern music. With the spontaexpectations. There were a few neously light-hearted lyrics of Pierre
loop holes, such as occasional gaps deßeeder, we have some remarkin the defense, and lack of passing able fine musical numbers which
in the forward line, but all in all, have been arranged for solos
the boys displayed enviable teamand chorus. Probably the most outwork in their debut.
However, standing number is that entitled
these minor defects may be attrib- "Under the Moorish Moon," which
uted to the fact that the boys had promises to become quite popular
not had many practices previous to among good music lovers.
this game, but for the past week
The operetta has been directed
Coach Kelly has been drilling them by Mr. deßeeder, who is at present
intensely, and the results of his directing the new company at the
workouts were witnessed in the im- Copley Theatre, and has been under
pressive showing which the team the supervision of M. H. Gulesian.
made against the University City The co-director has been Viola
Club last Friday in a practice game. Munro.
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 2)
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
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MUSICAL CLUBS

PLANS

Paul Curley, '35 and Virginia Grimes as
"Dick" and "Alice" in the Junior Philomatheia Play

Fr. J. F. X. Murphy Scores
British Propagandists
Making his first public appear- New York newspapers, etc., because
ance during the current school year, they lent themselves to all kinds of
Rev. J. F. X. Murphy, S.J., addressed allied propaganda.
a large and intensely interested
Propaganda Board
gathering of students in the Library
"Sir Gilbert Parker, English
auditorium last Monday from three novelist, because
his hold

till seven o'clock. His lecture on
the causes of the World War was
sponsored by the Von Pastor Historical Society. His remarks in condensed form follow:
Ignorant of Situation
"With the insane fury which completely enraptured our souls during
the last war, it will be fully fifty
years before the average run of
American

people will intelligently

understand the genuine causes of
the World War. We of American
extraction were decidedly ignorant
of foreign affairs and as a matter
of fact we still are and thus our

sentiments

are

of

over

the minds of the American people
and his innate skill, was made chair-

the Propaganda Board, In
all my zeal to find some of the
alleged German propaganda, only
once did I find a Germanic tainted
leaflet bespeaking well of the
Kaiser. On the other hand, Sir
Gilbert assimilated every possible
ruse to arouse allied sentiment. So
confident was their hold over the
American people that immediately
after the close of the war Parker
allowed several of their state secrets
to become known before the European powers checked him.
man of

still one-sided.

Widely Controlled System
was further quoted as
"Due to the fact that we were saying that unless the Allies gained
utterly void of information concern- American assistance their case
Their method of
ing foreign politics our mental would be lost.
vacuity made us virgin fields for the procedure was to place propaganda
deluge of allied propaganda. Never upon every American breakfast
Victims of Propaganda

did we on the North-American
continent behold these news reports
from Europe with a cynical eye but
rather made it a point of patriotism
to believe every word of it. Perhaps the only racial element that
didn't fall for British propaganda
was the Irish. That is because
they had heen in constant contact
with England for centuries.

"Parker

table. Thus

we

first believed, then

sympathized and finally entered to
help their cause. To gain admittance to the breakfast table, Parker
plotted 360 strategic stations, which
stations were widely read suburban
and urban influential journals such
as a well-known Springfield paper,
etc.
Thus they controlled fully
7,200 papers.

Papers Controlled by English
Condemns Press
"The American Press showed it"To control these big highly
self to be a lying and contemptible established papers, Northcliffe,
Among the leaders in this Beaverbrook,
many
and
other
press.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)
movement were prominent Boston,
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GETTING

Paul Tremaine for the
should have been the
final inducement needed to drag
Statlerwards those fellows who
haven't "quite made up their minds"
. . the boys from "Lonely Acres"
have a suhwell band . . ask Bucky
Warren . . And, by the way, if any
of you Juniors are in doubt . . . dispel it . . There's something about a
Junior Prom . . . We know you'll
enjoy yourself. . . .
?T?
Technocracy
continues to excite
A dance was named after
it in the Roseland Ballroom
A
shopkeeper hung this sign in his
window . . . "Pre-Technocracy
Prom

JOHN F. CURLEY, '33
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Times: One doesn't
of
the
Saying
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live to be a hundred any more
one lives to get a hundred.
. .
?T?
Oranges?Alcoholic
Origins?not
mixtures given to fighting gamecocks to make them more belligerent
of office is an evil that is probably as old as human were called "cocktails"
one day
to have been
nature itself. No people nor any epoch seem
and
a thirsty trainer tasted one .
theory has been there you are . pretzels were first
sphere
the
political
In
the
it.
free from
necessary consequent of manufactured by German Monks
advanced that official corruption is a
leaders of the and given as cookies to little tots as
democratic government, for, it isinargued, the
V
a reward for being good little boys
ethics, hav
masses without college training
theory, and girls
they got their peculiar
The
possess.
to
eager
sessed, are therefore the more
they were intended to
because
shape
however, will not stand scrutiny. For it can be demonstrated
the
arms
folded in prayer
represent
good
for private
that in the process of using public office
.
well.
well
well
higher
a
exercise
may
officer of higher birth and education
?T?
avarice.
degree of finesse but hardly less
Another Boston College man has
undoubtedly were they
Some people would be shocked
good on the stage . . Ernest
made
nature
. .
aware of the extent to which practices of a similar
Class of '20 . aphave been Woodward
have been carried out in undergraduate life. There
pearing at the Peabody Playhouse in
adopted tactics
He's been on
instances where students elected to office have are absolutely "Brief Moment" .
practices
like to those used in private life. Such
the boards II years . . and played
select one among 250 different roles
In college
uniustifiable. When a number of students
the affairs he played baseball and football . . .
efficiently
to
conduct
more
leader
in
order
them as a
.
and was also a brilliant debater
of the group as a unit, it is incumbent upon that one to admingroup.
ister such affairs with an eye to the good of the whole advan- We know you were glad to hear that
the one and only Tom Harty opened
He is in HONOR bound not to use his office for personal
of
the
as
evidence
him
. .
students
have
elected
His
fellow
at the Cascades last Monday
tage.
good faith which they repose in him, and in all decency he He's a riot . . He's more than a
.
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Interviewing

By JOE PAUL

riot if you sit near enough to catch
the rapid fire comment that accompanies his antics
. which ninetenths of his audience always miss
If you've ever seen him on the
stage . .
you've probably wondered
why the cast seems to enjoy his numbers as much as the audience . .
Now you know .
.
We remember
the last time we saw him
he
ended his program with his now
when he threw
famous bull fight .
the bull high in the air .
some of
his audience looked rather skeptical
. . . Oh, it's a blond bull . .
"He's
light, see?" Tom explained. . .
.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

?T?
It's a wise man that knows his
own radio these days
. We hear
that Bill Hogan was the victim of a
trick microphone the other night
.
Right in the midst of a program
Hoover's assassination was announced . . Curtis was inaugurated
. . . Messages from Senators,, etc.,
were read . . . Japan declared war
. . Bill called up a couple of people
to see if they had heard.
.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

?T?
last issue of The
Heights a new Stylus made'
its appearance
. and we found it rather
To say the
insipidly high-hat.
least it lacked popular appeal. . .
We fear it has reverted to type, to
the boresome placidity of former
years, from which we had believed
Brennan had at last rescued it. . . .
We found little interest in the rehashing of a Neo-Scholastic Revival,
and the problems and possibilities
of the Press. . . Any interest tfcrt
may have been hitherto aroused'
concerning Huysman was smothered
by Brennan's flabby and tedious
article. . . . Fleming was vapid.
. . . We enjoyed the Editorial on the
trend of the Cinema and "Farewell
We continue to be'
To Arms." . .
amazed by the Movie sense of value
. and their method of advertising.
. . For instance; the movie at the
Met this week is "not fit for the
so they say
. but
children."
it is reatly less harmless and much
more interesting than the insulting
"Tonight is Ours" .
. which they
failed to warn us about. . . We arebeginning to see why they didn't
use any of P. G. Wodehouse's stuff.
. . . He was probably too clean

Since

the

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.
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The Whatcha Column

which manifests a strong desire to serve the
in the best possible way. But, sad to relate, there have been
exceptions who have been conspicuous examples of those who
By Vin
use public office for personal advancement. They are wholly
betrayed
they
have
to be condemned, they have broken faith,
a trust.
it not Woodrow Wilson
It is truly a sad reflection on an educational system which
who noted in a limerick that
prides itself on inculcating in the student principles of the his face did not hurt him, even
highest morality. Surely, if Catholic college men are thus to though it jarred the people in
violate the ordinary norms of morality, what in the world can front? Of course the average man
we expect of others who have no such norms ?
does not go in for "beauteh" so

WAS

Burke

S. F. G.: Utterly sophistical. You
have gone and put the cart before
the engine.

Photog: What of it?
S. F. G.: Ha, ha, ha!
Photog: What are you laughirrg

much as he does for more excusable at?
qualities. Still, he prefers not to
S. F. G.: Do you know what. I
be the innocent cause of wholesale thought you said?
clock-stopping time and time again.
Photog: No, Ido not know what
This subconscious eroticism prob- you thought I said. What was it?
of
broadcasts
radio
have
heard
the
current
who
ably explains the argument overS. F. G.: "What of it." Haw,
Father Low, S.J., will appreciate praise given to really ef- heard the other day at the photoghaw!
haw,
may
justifiably
fective talks. Those who failed to hear him
rapher's studio: The unconscious
Photog: Shall we resume? You
(?) actors in the scene were a
regret their loss.
don't like the proofs?
imporgiffle-gill
snap-fingered bulb-presser
supreme
one
of
subject
of
the
radio
series
is
The
S. F. G.: Well, let's prescind from
tance. It is entirely safe to say that never before has morality of a photographer and a florid, the question whether they look like
been such a mooted question. Today there exists very little soup-faced gentleman who talked as me or not. That question is not
agreement as to what are the basic principles of morality. The silently as a small-town pol. The ad rem. I want a good picture if I
theory that moral standards are largely discretionary and latter is waving the proofs at the have to get it taken by proxy.
photog and demanding to know
changeable has never been so popular as it is today.
Photog: I hear that Proxy does
they prove:
cheap work. Non-union, too.
It has often been remarked that the community relations what
S. F. G.: Say, these pictures don't
S. F. G.: I won't forget your sugof the Catholic in regard to external morality are unique. It
do
me
higher
justice.
be
of
a
that I remove the mask just
gesting
expected
are
to
is often noted that his actions
especially
is
is
what
I
they
give
Photog:
neighbors.
This
Justice
before
nature
than
those
of
his
had. the picture taken. I
moral
true in the American community where it frequently happens you. You shouldn't object. Re- can forgive . . . but I can't forget.
Photog: For a small sum I conld
that moral lapses on the part of a Catholic are vested by public member the strength of your arguinclude part of your face in a comopinion with a degree of importance entirely out of proportion ments is in your proofs, if any.
you were not
to the relative standing of the Catholic in the community.
S. F. G.: There is something posite picture?if
Now comparisons in morality are not only malodorous, foolish-looking about these proofs. baldheaded.
S. F. G.: That's the last straw.
but accuracy is practically impossible. It is not to be said that
Photog: The camera never lies.
No More-hairkins, as
Photog:
worse
than
those
the morals of Catholics are either better or
S. F. G.: Well, couldn't you get
say ? I'll send that
would
Cooper
incapable
are
of
singularly
The
motives
of
actions
of others.
me on a broad mental reservation?
Wynn.
to
Ed
You couldn't lose
joke
Photog: You're not looking for
ascertainment. But if we examine moral actions as possessing
with
a
point
Wynn.
the
we
standards,
or lacking due conformity with known moral
Justice?unless it is the blind kind.
S. F. G.: There must be somestand on firm ground. It is on this that we venture an indict- What you want is Mercy. With us
ment of many Catholics. Catholics today spend much time Mercy is a purely business proposi- thing wrong with your camera or
writing and speaking against the so-called "modern" theories,
tion and costs extra. If you wish with me. I guess it's just another
free-love, birth control and others. It is all very well, but per- I'll write the word on each proof. case of an irresistible force and an
immovable body. The mug machine
haps Catholics should pay a little more attention to their own It will be a tacit refutation.
get my full personality. And
doesn't
conduct.
S. F. G.: Between you and me, as
what
am I without that?
In all consistency, let us look within as we attack without. a stranger, do I look like that?
Photog: Just an echo in the valPhotog: You have involved yourActions have lost none of their proven superiority over words
I guess.
ley,
and the application of the old adage is remarkably apt in this self in a dilemma. If the proof
S. F. G.: Ooh, hooh!
case. Catholics, by exercising greater caution in their external looks like you, that's too bad: sad
Photog: Ooh, hooh!
lives, can effect greater uplift in the moral tone of the com- but true. If it does not look like
you, you ought to be glad.
munity than by writing a thousand disputations.
(They both do a fadeout.)
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must fulfill that faith.

administer
Several of the gentlemen whose duties are to
in
their
a manner
discharged
offices
student activities have
general interests

.
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Kenny links names: "The College
has a runner by the name of
Fleet . .
Downes and Slamin were
. Carr parked
football players .
. . Drum is in the
autos last fall
Army . Steele was a Swordsman
.
Love is manager of Tennis
and Ford is the official chauffeur of
."
the same outfit .
Clever boy,
Herby . . . Tosi, you should have

Jreasma
\u25a0?.???\u25a0
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Robert L. Sullivan, '34
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'TECHNOCRACY,

among

other

-*-

fantastic things, seemed to have
sprung from nowhere and instead of
increasing the feeling of hope, it
increased the feeling of confusion
that seems to exist in the minds of
most of us these days. But this
new-born child of scientific minds
is not the only vexatious problem.
There are War Debts, a change in
Economic laws, the Tariff, and
others. So instead of waiting for
time to solve the riddle and explain
it for us, we decided to visit one of
the noted economic professors in this
part of the country.
We decided
we would see Father Driscoll, S.J.,
and ask him for his opinions on the
subject, and if he would not commit
himself on such an endless topic as
Technocrats and their ideas, at
least he might explain in part some
of these pressing subjects.
To be exact, we were taken back
by the reverend professor's fluency
of language and ideas when he had
not the slightest idea not only
whom we were but even about what
he was going to be asked.

of the present circumstances. Even
then we can present numerous
views on this plan of the nations
and still probably not satisfy every-

one concerned."

"Will they affect the tariff?"
"Any concession in regard to the
debts will mean concession in regard to the tariff, and this of
course will affect world trade. But
again America holds firmly to the
policy of no reduction and offers no
concessions on tariff nor on the
debts themselves."
Change in System?
"Should there be a change in the
economic laws as the Technocrats
say there should?
It seems that
jsomething must be done in this regard to bring back long overdue
prosperity."

\u25a0"This also is a question, not only
indefinite but hard on which to pass
judgment.

Therefore we can con-

clude that they must be worked out.
Ait economic law depends on how
merr act. As for the position of the
farmers and the bankers, there must
be an enormous scaling 1 down of
debts in regard to these two factions. What changes may come

about are indefinite.
"It aIT depends on changes. There
"As for this new idea of science,
are
no policies equal to every part.
called Technocracy, there can be
There
will be no moderation in the
many things said, but, seeing that
itself but certain things are
system
it Is so unbounded and such dangerprospect."
in
ous ground to tread on, until you
We thanked this affable priest
really know what its own inventors
mean, I can hardly commit myself. most profusely for the brief but inI am now discussing it in class and teresting discourse on these divers
even after having read books by topics.
Scott himself, its own father as you
might say, and also books by its
critics, I hardly know exactly where
JORDAN MARSH COMPANY
I stand in the matter. But even
from a limited knowledge, it appears primarily that it is directly
A Separate Store in a Separate Building
against man's free will and the very
principle of freedom, which is one of
man's attributes, and certainly the
American people themselves could
not tolerate such an idea of science
where no one will advance or even
hope for advancement.
To the
casual observer it seems mere advanced Communism. But as I said
before it is too limitless and dangerous to really go into a deep and
economic discussion of it."
Evidently the heads of Columbia,
in the persons of Nicholas Murray
The Store for Men is ready
Butler and the prefects of the
to provide you with what
science departments, thoroughly
is latest and best in eveagree with the brief but studied
views of Father Driscoll, for they
ning clothes and acceshave suddenly decided, and not
sories.
without reason, to oust the newpupils of economic science, where
these pupils of Veblen, the late
fanatic of American Economics,
have been lodged for many months
as members of the aristocracy of
the Unemployed.
Scores Technocracy

STORE For MEN

Before you
step
out...

Step in

Dress Suits

Tuxedos

War Debts
This seemed also the ideal time
question Father Driscoll concerning- the subject of War Debts, which
seems at the present time to be a
great subject of controversy not
only among- the diplomats of the
various countries concerned, but
even to the press and the citizens.

to

"The outcome of this question is
another matter of probalility and it
really is anyone's guess as to what
they will do. The present prospect
of working out a plan by reprenations,
these
sentatives
from
augurs well for an agreement of
some sort.
Such an agreement is
indefinite and I think if the debts
incurred in the past war are not
abolished, at least they will be reduced.
"Every nation will grant concesprovided they will obtain
Just now
something in return.
Congress will offer no concessions
even for reductions, which of course
makes it all the more difficult for
America to reach a suitable agreeBut even the American
ment.
people refuse to grant these concessions which probably would be
for their own good."
"Do you think the debts should
be reduced?" I asked.
"It is almost anyone's debt. , But
as far as reducing is concerned, this
is the most advisable plan in view

sions,

They have the right air.
and a lasting shapeliness
adroitly moulded into the
fine worsteds, by hand.
Other tuxedos, $19.85 to
$65. Other full dress, $75.

Dress Coats

?35
Oxford gray or dark blue,
with velvet collar, in double or single-breasted models with full silk lining.
Others $17 to $75.

Furnishings
Waistcoats, $5 to $10
Ties, $1 and $1.50
Shirts, $1.95 to $5

Stud sets, $2.50 to $16
Suspenders, $1 to $2
Hose, 75c to $2
Shoes, $7.
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MUSICAL CLUB
OPENS SEASON

BOOK REVIEW

HOLD SOCIAL

(Note Due to a typographical upon Christianity (or Catholicism).
error, last week, the title of Rev- Father Knox literally rends the book
erend Joseph J. Williams' latest to bits over the head of the unforbook on the West Indies was incor- tunate Mencken; he points out the
rectly given. The correct title is more glaring errors (of which there
"Voodoos and Obeahs." Ed.)
are many), but does not neglect to
mention those less erroneous (of

Annual Affair at Putnam
Barn in

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

?

Danvers

give among its

numerous compositions, the emotional March and Procession to Bacchus, by Leo Delibes.
The quartet numbers John Carey,
Joseph Ecker, William Kean and
John Foley.
The Clubs, whose president is
John Carey, and whose faculty director is Rev. Leo Gilleran, S.J., will
hold their first concert at the Liberty Hall Memorial Auditorium, in
Lowell, on February 22. Following
this, the Club will journey to the
main ballroom of the New Bedford
Hotel on February 24.

?

The Boston College golf team will
hold its annual social on Monday
evening, February 27, at the Putnam Barn in Danvers, it was announced today by Mark Troy and
Larry Cadigan, chairmen of the
event.
The purpose of the social is to defray expenses which will be incurred
by the southern trip during the
Easter vacation, and also to entertain the visiting teams whose turn
it is to visit Boston this year.

TO THINK OF TEA

ALTHOUGH

Lawrence
Arranging

J.

Cadigan, '33

Golf Social

No effort has been spared by the
committee in charge to make this
event a gala one. It will be the last
social before Lent, which begins on
the following Wednesday.
Music
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1.)
will be furnished by Bill Bigley's
Orchestra. The price of the tickets point. His national and foreign
policy with regard to such pending
will be $1.50, including tax.
questions as the tariff and war
debts is now pretty well formulated.
In these and other respects the
president-elect is expected to follow
his party platform. One item which
engages our interest is Mr. RooseIntercollegian
velt's determination to cut governBy Chris Sullivan
ment expenditures by the abolition
of useless bureaus. This is in line
with
the platform's declarations
"Death, where is thy sting!" A that "an immediate and drastic refreshman at the University of Ala- duction of governmental expendibama defined "drowning" as the tures must be effected by abolishing
science of taking enough water into useless commissions and offices, conthe lungs to keep from living.
solidating departments and bureaus,
Here is pictured for you a student and eliminating extravagance, to
taking an examination at Oxford, as accomplish a saving of not less than
told by Mr. Geoffrey Wilson of the 25 per cent in the cost of Federal
Oxford debating team. "First we Government." The action of Mr.
light our pipes and sit around dis- Roosevelt and the next Congress on
cussing the subject
for three all of these tremendous problems is
quarters of an hour. Then we start eagerly awaited by all.
to write. And if you get stuck, you
can always ask your next-door
neighbor, who will probably have
at
something you don't know. You
see, you can't write a paper unless
you
know something about it.
They just want to check up to see
what you're doing."

State of Affairs

The

Rector Speaks
Annual Banquet of
Cambridge Club

*

*

*

party at
the
Creighton, in honor of the Three
Kings, a huge cake was served in
which were hidden two beans.
Those finding the beans became
king and queen and ruled at the
festivities. The king raised many
of his loyal subjects to such offices
as the Royal life guard, Baroness
Munchausen, court modiste, etc.
annual

During

*

*

*

To make the students aware of
their carelessness and neglect as to
personal appearance,
the Bryn
Mawr College News recently ran an
editorial in which the following appeared: "One of the few blots on
an otherwise beautiful landscape
has from time immemorial been the
student body."
*

\u2666

*

A survey at the University of
Texas showed that 2,172 girls spent
$8,000 a month for toilet articles and
beauty shop services, and the staggering sum of $2,200 monthly for
smokes. It was found that the coeds spent a total of $527,752 for
clothing during the first semester.
*

*

*

The Boston College Club of Cambridge, the oldest and largest of the
B. C. units, held its annual banquet
Monday, February 6, at the Hotel
Commander, the affair marking the
silver anniversary of the organization.
Fine Program
At a
meeting conducted by
Johnny Cogavin, '34, who was chairman of the undergraduate committee, in the senior assembly hall
a short time ago, much interest was
aroused in the club and its functionA number of prominent
ings.
speakers were present who made
the evening very entertaining aa
well as instructive, notable among
the orators being our own Father
Rector, Rev. Louis J. Gallagher,
S.J.; Father Jones I. Corrigan,
S.J., professor of sociology; Governor Joseph B. Ely, State Treasurer Charles F. Hurley, Judge John
Burns, James Roosevelt, son of
President-elect Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Morgan Ryan, Registrar
of Motor Vehicles. In addition, the
motion pictures of the Olympics
were displayed.

Supper Dance

The head of the Spanish department at Texas State Teachers' College prefers that the class members
assume informal positions while reciting so that they will not be afraid
to speak. As a result the lecture
tables and stools in the classrooms
are draped with human forms during class hours.

which there are still more). The
eminent H. L. informs his reader
that theologians are a pack of
it is a bit late to clowns, and that he cannot underreview this book, nevertheless stand them; but he does not hesiit would be quite unfair not to pub- tate to condemn them. Finally, all
lish some mention of this latest work the threadbare and worn-out charges
from the pen of a fine English against poor old Mother Church are
stylist and pen-woman.
exhumed and trotted out for our inSomething should be said first spection.
about the format of the book. It is
Father Knox cuts short this rantreally a "fine book," well bound and ing, points out flaws in almost every
excellently printed by the Riverside statement, and in general tears the
Press, of Cambridge, and is a worth- heart out of Mencken's argument.
while addition to the private library To go into detail about his treatment
exclusive of its literary worth.
of this alleged great thinker, and
The title is drawn from one of that of the kindred minds would reIbsen's plays, but it is about, tea- quire a volume. Suffice it, however,
drinking and those who drink it to say that Father Knox has written
that the book is written. It is really a remarkably fine book, on a rea light history of some of the great markably fertile field?a treatise
tea-drinkers of England, and of the which everyone who desires to be
important part which this delicate abreast of modern Catholic thought
beverage has played, not only in the cannot neglect.
literary history of that country, but
also in its political annals. Doctor
ONLY YESTERDAY
Johnson figures largely as the litFrederick Lewis Allen
erary champion of the tea-drinkers'
informal history of the
cult, with Cowper portrayed as a
nineteen-twenties
is as instrucsad tea-bibbler and the English
tive and entertaining a book as has
Rector Sydney Smith, as a gay devfallen our way for some time. The
otee of the herb.
Miss Repplier writes as delicately author has no message, but his purand ingeniously as she has in the pose as he sees it is to review briefly
past, when she devoted herself to the American Life of past decade.
light essays and short studies, and Moreover, in spite of the fact that
as carefully and well as when she each assertion is meticulously docupublished an historical work on the mented, he contrives to escape boreUrsuline order in Canada. She has dom, mainly because of his clever
again distinguished herself for her and judicious use of the material at
literary effort and has brought new his disposal.
At some time or other, we are all
glory to the small group of really
wont to reminisce, and ponder on
good Catholic authors in this counevents that have taken place during
try.
our eventful youth.
Mr. Allen, in
his treatise, seems to be in that
BROADCAST MINDS easy-chair frame of mind, and you
will discover that almost any outBy Ronald ...
first unusual aspect of standing occurrence of the past decFather Knox's new book, is the ade you can enumerate, may be sucappropriateness of its title Broad- cessfully sought in this work.
The scandals, the ghosts, the
cast Minds. To those of us who are
unfamiliar with the trend of modern scares, and the thrills of the teemprogress, be it, then, known, that in ing twenties are stripped of their
Great Britain, the government con- shrouds and summoned before us?
.
Babe
trols the radio?to such an extent as the Dempsey-Firpo Fight
. . .
Ruth
Ku
The
Klux
Klan
to determine what shall be fed inThe
tellectually to the British public over The Sacco-Vanzetti Trial . .
the air. In short, all programs are Democratic Convention of 1924 . . .
.
directly responsible to the govern- The Eighteenth Amendment
Women
Suffrage.
These
and
countment.
Father Knox takes issue with the less more are treated adequately.
As we approach the high spots
British authorities over their atof
the decade, one thing stands out
tempt to dictate what the public
in our minds, as it did back in 1927
shall think, and furthermore, the
?Lindbergh's Transatlantic flight,
situation serves as an occasion for
and we are taken back to those days
drawing an analogy between this
of wild joy and delirium when a nagovernment control of radio and the
tion prayed for the safe passage of
methods which certain of the modits hero?a nation hardboiled and
ern litterateurs employ in dishing

By Agnes Repplier

The Cambridge Club, which will
be remembered for its sponsorship
of the Boston College-Oxford debate last fall, annually holds a
supper dance about the first week
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out their contributions to the world
of thought.

We are all familiar with a certain
disease which has afflicted the
American public editorially for more
than a decade?it is called (by Fr.
Knox) "Menckeniana." Its source
would upon reflection seem to to be
the periodic outbursts of one H. L.
Mencken. Father Knox deals in detail with this worthy in a most excellent and business-like fashion.
Although his treatise deals with
other pretentious leaders of thought
e.g., H. G. Wells, Julian Huxley,
Bertrand Russell, and several lesser
infidels, Mencken is closer to us in
his rantings, so we think we are doing well in outlining here how he
fares at the hands of the clever
Father Knox.
Quite some time ago, we had the
misfortune to read Mencken's
"Treatise on the Gods." In general,

.

cynical.

As we come nearer our own times,
we behold the crazy speculation in
the stock market, late in September,
1929. And then the crash
Al
Smith accurately pictured as experiencing the same emotions as a
man who has missed the train, but
arrives in time to see it disappear
over an open drawbridge.
And lastly, Mr. Hoover is handled
gently, and is accorded a proper and
fair treatment. But while he himself comes forth unscathed, his system of political economics, and those
of his confreres are exploded un.

.

.

mercifully.

If you ever have experienced the
desire to laugh at the faults and
foibles of the past, glance through
this instructive volume and I am not
at all sure that the laugh will not
in May; these and other events
be suppressed, and that you will
showing why the Boston College
discover to your own satisfaction
Club of Cambridge is most outthat the decade through which we
standing.
it is a comprehensive history of the have just passed is about the most
World's Religions, but upon closer interesting in our history, and that
examinations, it proves to be a the spirit of the age is set forth
nebulous and poisonous attack with discrimination by the author.

John Carey, '33
of Musical Club

President

Philomatheia to
Hear Address on
Church in Music

Communication
To the Editor of The Heights:
It would be a very boring existThe monthly meeting of the
ence if we moved along without
criticism or argument. So we al- Philomatheia Club will be held in
ways meet with objections wherever the Assembly Hall next Friday
we turn or whatever we write or afternoon at 2:30.
say. This leads me to my appreReverend Leo J. Gilleran, S.J.,
ciation of that pseudo-constructive faculty adviser of the musical clubs
criticism of a communication of of Boston College, will be the
mine a few weeks ago. The criticism speaker. He will treat of, "The Inappeared in the last edition and was fluence of the Church in Music."
perpetrated by Herbert Kenny of
The musical program will be
Junior. My letter, if at all remem- under the direction of Mrs. Charles
bered, spoke briefly of college con- Hall, organist, with Mrs. Helen
nections and cliques.
Brodbine Rose, violinist.
Mrs.
At the outset, let it be known Elizabeth Morton of Dorchester will
that I also appreciate Mr. Kenny's speak on current events.
literary ability, inasmuch as he is a
member of The Heights, the Stylus
and editor of the Junior Pic. He
has done excellent work in the first
two. As for the last position, and
his work in it, I refrain from com-

Fr. R. F. Howard
Dies Suddenly
in Dorchester

ment.
Undoubtedly
the communicant
tried to be more correct than critical, but evidently he failed to succeed. He says that I swung the

Among those Boston College graduates who have entered the priesthood after their studies here, one of
the most widely known was Rev.
Richard F. Howard, '05, who died
suddenly on January 26 at St. Margaret's Hospital. He succumbed after a brief illness, and the news of
his death was a complete shock to
all who knew him.
Father Howard entered Boston
College in the fall of 1901. During
his collegiate days he was prominent
in extracurricular activities and was
a member of the varsity football
team under Coach White. When he
entered St. John's Seminary in 1905,
he was the first young man from his
home parish in Maiden to study for
the priesthood.
Most of his priestly life was spent
in the large parish of St. Gregory's
Dorchester, where at the time of
in larger colleges hardly know the in
his death he was senior curate. He
fellows a few doors away. And led a saintly life and
counselled
this is true in too many cases. Such many young men who took up their
cliques, I said, ought to be abolstudies at Boston College and later
ished, especially in class activities. entered the priesthood both here and
Possibly it is a fault of nature. But abroad.
I think the reader clearly underRepresenting Boston College at
stood my meaning, Senior or unthe Solemn High Mass of Requiem
dergraduate. We dislike to argue on Monday, January
30, were Rev.
"ad hominem," but Mr. Kenny will Louis J. Gallagher, S.J., Rev. P. J.
have to admit that a story of his McHugh, S.J., Rev. George Murphy,
in the first edition of the Stylus S.J., and Rev. Frederick J. Boehm,
this year, appropriately entitled S.J.
"Night," was so hazy that hardly
The Auxiliary Bishop of Boston,
anyone, whether they were men of Francis J. Spellman, and
Msgr.
ability or not, knew what he was Francis J. Burke, chancellor of the
talking about and an explanation diocese, were also present.
was exacted. As far as lucidity is
Many of the young priests who
concerned, my critic is no example. assisted at the Mass had served on
I do not attribute the faults, as the altar under the direction of FaMr. Kenny calls them, to the writ- ther Howard, later came to Boston
I College and, upon graduation, eners, but rather their subjects.
hope I have made myself clear and tered the seminary. By these and
Mr. Kenny has received a satisfachis many other friends will his
tory answer.
saintly example and advice be
R. L. 8., '35.
missed.

hammer, missed the nail
and hit my thumb. He also says
that it reveals the mind development of the college student. Many
Sophomores probably felt injured
because they were put in the same
category as myself, and certainly
the Freshmen have nothing over
which to be elated. Mr. Kenny
fails to realize that I was dealing
with a very hard subject because it
had to be treated in such a way so
that none could say it was directed
at him in person. It was supposed
to be and I think I succeeded in
making it general. Very rarely does
a paper criticize "cliques," for it
involves class politics which, if meddled with, would cause unforgettable enmity. I said, that because
of such "cliques," college students
proverbial
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HOCKEY TEAM BEATS HUSKIES
IN FIRST GAME OF SEASON

Much credit for

his stick three minutes after the second period had begun. For the first
part of this session and during the
entire first eighteen minute period

play-making
by
Captain
Hogan at center and fine work on
the wings by Crimlisk and Liddell
was frustrated by the remarkable
saves of Dingwell in the Northeastern net, while the sturdy defense
presented by Wise, Blake and
Funchion made it difficult for the
Col. 5)
Huskies to cross into the Maroon (Continued from Page 1,
and Gold zone.
No score was kept, but the Boston
great

Hockey Team

off

Good Start

to a

Funchion Tallies
College icemen were constantly
A few minutes after the second swarming around the net, and the
period had begun and at a time opposing goalie was kept continwhen two Eagle players were off the uously on his toes.
ice, Funchion made a sensational
Bill Hogan, Herb Crimlisk and
solo flight down the ice, successfully "Kicldo" Liddell,
scintillated in

who

eluded the defense and shot the disk
in the net for the first score of the
game. Soon after this with two men
still off the ice, Liddell scored on a
pass from Blake. The rest of this
period was featured by some fast
play in which Funchion garnered
two more goals and Northeastern
scored twice.
Huskies Rally
In the third period Funchion was
again the first to score after receiv-

the Northeastern encounter, will be
on hand to greet the Technicians.
Likewise Ray Funchion, easily the
star of the initial clash, who time
and again brought the fans to their
feet by his brilliant solo dashes
down the ice, is ready for action.
In the Northeastern game, Funchion
garnered no less than four goals
and one assist, while Hogan, Crim-

lisk and Liddell each netted one and
an assist. The eighth goal was
chalked up by none other than
Larry Cadigan, assisted by Bert
Cleason.
In addition to the above, Bill
Boehner, Justin McCarthy and
Charlie Downey, who were absent
from the lineup of the Northeastern
melee, will be back Friday night,
thus giving Boston College full
strength for the game with the

ing a pass from Hogan. The second line, on being inserted, kept up
the fast pace and Eagle-Eye Cadigan scored on a pass from Gleason.
At this point the Huskies made a
concentrated attack on the Boston
College net and were not stopped until they had dented it three times.

however, reassured

the

Eagle fans by scoring twice, once on
a pass from Funchion and once un-

assisted.

One

more

Northeastern Engineers.
So far this season, the Tech
pucksters have not enjoyed a successful season, dropping games to
Harvard 9-1, Princeton 3-1, and

goal was chalked up during the last
part of the period, making the final
score 8 to 6.
Not too much credit can be given
to the individual members of the

Boston
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for

on

his broom handle with a far

away

look in his eyes. "We've had some
great hockey players at Boston Col."
lege. I once rode a horse.
for
it
was
as
cried,
"Cease!" we
we had feared. Billy was one of the
leading riders of his time, and anything pertaining to sports tends to
"Will you
start him reminiscing.
kindly forego any further reference
to your equestrian pi'oclivities until
the consummation of this interview?"
"Could you serve that again?"
asked Sir William, in his best Mun.

.

__^_?___^_???????

in schoolboy circles. He played defence for B. C, and they seldom got
by him! He was one of the hardest
checkers I ever hope to see, but a
cleaner player never drew on a pair
of skates. He loved the game. I've
often wished Leo stopped playing
hockey after he left Boston College,
because he met with an accident
playing for a Boston amateur team,
and lost the sight of one eye
"There was Nick Tedeseo, another
great hockey player from Newton.
Nick knew the finer points of the
game, and was a real team man. He
was elected captain of the team in
his senior year, and was one of the
last to represent the school before
hockey was suspended. Which reminds me that the boys are picking
it up where it was left off in 1028.
That win over Northeastern a week
ago last Saturday night seemed like

old times."
Here
we
interrupted
Billy's
musing to ask his choice as to the
best hockey team ever to wear the
Maroon and Gold. "That's an easy
question to answer," he continued.
"The team of 1923 was awarded the
Inter-Collegiate hockey championship of America. What a gathering
of ice-men they were, and I don't
mean the pick and tongs variety.
Hughes, Foley, Fitz, the Morrissey
brothers, Culhane, Murphy and Captain Garrity. That was an unbeatable crew!
They'd have given
plenty of professional teams an interesting evening.

"And here's a little story which
will show the interest taken in Boston College ice teams. One winter
chausen manner.
Forget horses and shortly after the war, the boys, with
"Certainly.
the aid of the school carpenters,
talk hockey."
built
a rink down on Alumni Field,
It seemed a bit heartless to deviate
and
for
once
two hours of a cold, windy
topic,
his
but
him from
favorite
le proceeded to tell us of past hockey night Father O'Brien played a hose
on it, and the following day a game
greats, he was fluency personified.
Boston
was played down there."
hockey
player
"The best
"That was quite sonic time ago,"
Well,
College ever turned out?
that's a question which is practically we ventured, sensing the tone of
a matter of personal opinion. Nat- joviality which had crept into Billy's
urally, if I ventured a choice there conversation.
"Yes, you weren't around here
would be those who would disagree
then,"
answered he, with a broad
my
However,
with me.
in
estimation, the best hockey player who rep- grin.
"Was that cigar?" we innocently
resented Boston College since I've
with no malice aforeinquired,
Sonny
Foley.
There
been here was
Came a sudden rush of
may have been better players, but thought.
considering that he was a vest air as the broom passed our left ear,
pocket edition compared to most of which barely escaped amputation,
them, and that he could stand up to and the interview was brought to an
any of them, he gets my vote. That abrupt conclusion.
boy could stop on a dime, shoot like
a rifle, and when he got the puck on
ANDY SPOGNARDI
the end of his stick ?well, he usually
big,
went places with it. He made
CONTINUES STUDY
bruising defence men look as though
they were rivetted to the ice. I went
to all the games, and the biggest Turns Down Offer to Go
thrill I got was watching Sonny go
South With Red Sox
down the ice.
any
"But don't think I didn't see
Andrew Spognardi, captain of last
other stars. Why, we had one of the
inter-collegiate season's Boston College nine and
best
in
goalies
hockey ranks in Fitzgerald. When who later was signed by the Boston
they snapped the puck into his cage, Red Sox at the close of the 1932
they deserved the goal. He could season, has decided to remain in
stop them from all angles?and Tufts Medical school and continue
fight? That's what I admired about, his study for a degree instead of
Fitz. He battled tooth and nail for journeying south for the Sox's
everything, and the boys who played spring training camp in March.
"Eddie" Gallagher, left-handed
against his teams knew it before the
end of the first period. I never saw ace of last year's mound staff, who
a goalie who could compare with also signed up with the Sox along
him, and I never saw a boy who with Spognardi, no doubt will exdifficulty similar to that
fought harder for victory. And his perience
Spognardi was called upon
which
teams usually got it.
to solve. He is at present attending
"Another one of the Boston Colthe Boston College Law School, and
lege hockey greats was Leo Hughes,
must soon decide whether he intends
a superb sportsman. Leo came to
to go South or remain in school.
the Heights from Newton High
School, where he was one of the best
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By Eddie O'Brien

forth on our search
Mr. William Frasier, we
finally encountered that venerable
but vigorous character intently
wielding a broom in the approved
shuffle board manner. Billy is the
gentleman who daily rids the rotunda and all adjacent territory of
all undesirable bits of paper, dirt?
in fact everything which would tend
to clutter up his domain. It was
our task to procure an interview
from him, and in view of the fact
that The Heights office is the bane
of his existence, our chances of success were hardly bright.
box.
However, we fought off the eleThe presence of a goodly crowd of ment of disquietude, and with
students who were not at all backour
sole weapon,
geniality as
ward in breaking forth with the col- plunged into the attack. "I'm the
lege cheers gives indication that pro- masked reporter of The Heights;
vided the proper support is given and would like a few statements
hockey will once more major sport concerning past Boston College
here at the Heights.
hockey teams."
"The mask might not be a bad
idea," answered Bill, "but I'll do my
best." Whereupon he leaned heavily

Ray Funchion, who scored four
goals, assisted in another and played
a whale of a game at defense. The
first tally of the evening came from

Crimlisk,

Speaking

Through
EaglesEye

The

In their initial appearance on the team and to Coach Kelley for the
ice, a week ago Saturday night, the appearance that the team made as
new independent hockey team upNortheastern has had the benefit of
held the reputation established by three games, whereas many of the
Boston College in the past with an Boston College team have only been
8 to G victory over the strong North- on the runners the few times that
eastern University sextet last Sat- the team has had practice at the
The Arena.
urday night at the Arena.
game, billed as the feature of a
Good Crowd
triple-header, was resplendent with
The fans who were watching that
color from start to finish and was game saw some fast skating and fine
played before a large following of stick-handling by the Boston ColBoston College rooters whose preslege forwards and some hard checkence made the crowd one of the biging by the defense. In fact the
gest and most enthusiastic that the checking was so vigorous at times
Arena has held this year.
that the Eagles scored most of their
goals with one or two of their teamStars
Funchion
looking on from the penalty
mates
win
is
this
due to
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MANY GROWING
NEW HAIR
YOU, too may have luxuriant hair of lustrous
quality by using TTAIRMORK and Cil.O
MOYS.I£, perfected by professor of chemistry at

Gonzaga

U. Spokane

IIAIUMORK grows hair oven on bald
stops dandruff and falling hair; relieves
scalp ailments.
It is unusually penetrating
and contains natural hair fond. Trial $\/v
25 treatments, 75 cents. More than 100 treatments in a $2 bottle, in plain wrapper.
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FENCING TEAM RAFFLE
The current raffle of a ticket on Junior Week, run by the Fencing Team, will be drawn off in the Rotunda at 1:25, Monday, the
13th.
This is your chance to attend the several functions of Junior

Week.

Hogan Unanimous Choice
for Captain of Hockey
Before the hockey team took to the
ice against Northeastern at the
Arena a week ago Saturday night
the players discontinued their dressing to nominate and elect a captain.
Not much time was taken, however,
because the nominations did not exceed one and by a unanimous vote
Bill Hogan, President of Senior, was
elected captain.
It is not surprising that the members of the squad should bestow this
honor on Bill for, besides being a fine
student exponent of hockey and possessing the necessary characteristics
of leadership, he did the most to
make the independent hockey team a
reality.
Hogan Enthusiastic
At the beginning of the year when
there was talk throughout school
that hockey would be resumed as a

tion was given for the present arrangement. Since then he has been
untiring in procuring material and
arranging for practice sessions and
a schedule.
Before Hogan entered Boston College he had made quite a name for
himself playing for the Cambridge
Latin High School hockey team. In
his senior year he teamed up with
Freddy Harlow, now of Fordham
football fame, and Ken White, present Bates star, to form a forward
line on a championship sextet.
His desire to play on a Boston

College hockey team was seemingly
nipped in the bud, for in the year
that he enrolled at the Heights
hockey was dropped. Time has not
hung heavy on his hands for the last
few years, however, for besides playing freshman and varsity football he
has proven himself to be a debater

recognized sport, Bill was appointed
as a committee of one to speak to of no mean repute, and this year was
the athletic authorities about it and elected to the high office of Senior
it was through his efforts that sanc- Class President.

"Look Smart

at

the Prom'' 9

Special Discount to B. C Students
Distinctive Full Dress Suits

New Collegiate Tuxedos
With Silk Vest
Sec

shampoo, is healing and non-astringent.

it with lIAIRMORIC for complete treatment
and results, $1 bottle.
Send to Gilinore-Burke, Inc., Seattle. Wash.,
who handle royalties for the University.

Boston College continues to produce, excellent relay teams.

weeks running the Maroon and Gold entries have won their events. At
the Prout games, held at the Garden over a week ago, the two-mile team
continued on the victory path where its famous predecessor of last season
left off, by winning the two-mile event in handy fashion. And only last
Saturday at the Millrose games held in New York, the 2,000 meter medley
relay team defeated such strong teams as N. Y. U., Columbia and Manhattan.
Captain Bob Jordan ran a brilliant leg in his half-mile trip around
the track. Making up a ten-yard deficit against Frank Nordell, New York
University's brilliant anchor man, is no cinch. This same Nordell was the
individual who blasted Boston College's hope for victory in another indoor
meet held in New York last winter. He came from behind to nose out
Moynahan in a last-minute drive. This time it was Boston College's turn
to win.
While the majority of Boston College track fans kept their ears
sharpened for reports from New York, the performance of Phil Couhig
in heaving the 16-pound shot at the 17th annual indoor games of the
Boston Y. M. C. A. cannot be overlooked. Couhig heaved the shot farther
than anyone in the field, but had to be contented with third place because
of the handicap imposed upon him. The "Moose" has a fine chance of
being one of the outstanding weight men in collegiate ranks this year.
Also Undefeated
While the Prout games were being held a week ago last Saturday
night at the Garden, another Boston College entry was struggling for its
very existence on the other side of town, namely, the hockey team. If the
Maroon and Gold sextet had gotten off on the wrong foot, things would
have appeared dark along the hockey horizon.
Northeastern was defeated 8-6, in a game which showed the lack of
a proper defense for both teams. Since that game, however, the team
has had several practice sessions, including a scrimmage with the University City Club, and the defense has improved considerably.
Boston College has a great hockey following in Boston. This was evidenced by the unusually large crowd that turned out a week ago Saturday
night. It was unfortunate that the Prout meet was held on the same
night, or the representation, from the school, at least, would have been
much larger. . . And how the crowd cheered when Ray Funchion, with
one man in the penalty box, tallied the first Maroon and Gold goal in four
years. It was a cheer, not only for the brilliant individual effort, but also
for a Boston College hockey team.
Friday night the team plays its second game with M. I. T. as the
opponent. This time there is no conflicting athletic event, and almost
every one in the college should be able to attend. Show the hockey team
that the school is behind them, for if they hurdle the obstacle furnished
by the Engineers, they will need all the encouragement they can possibly
get when they stack up against one of the strongest B. U. ice teams in
years on the following Thursday evening.
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MATT O'MALLEY, '33 and BILL HICKEY, '34

FRANK KEENAN
62 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON
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RELAY TEAM WINS BRILLIANT VICTORY IN N. Y.
On last
Madison

Saturday evening in the
Square Gardens, Boston

record
2,000
Relay
Medley
deteam
Meters
feated N. Y. U., Manhattan, and
Columbia in a thrilling- race which
featured a decisive anchor win by
Jordan over Nordell of N. Y. U.
Shortly after the start, the race
developed into a close duel between
B. C. and N. Y. U., while Manhattan and Columbia battled it out

world's

College's

for third place.
Bill Parks, the surprise B. C. 400
meter lead off man, started off in
third position from the pole and
fought his way into second place.
Hoffman of N. Y. U., who later lost
by inches to Carr of Penn in the
anchor leg of the 1,600 meter relay between N. Y. U. and Penn,
was the violet lead off man and

CINDER

Sidelights on
K. of C. Meet

passed the baton to his team mate
five yards in front of Parks. Manhattan was now fighting

Columbia for third
twelve yards behind.

it out with

place

some

Ed Carey, running the 200 meter
leg for Boston College, turned in a
fine performance in which he made
up the deficit and finished even with
Campbell of N. Y. U. Dana Smith
started off at a leisurely pace.

Mothner of N. Y. U. was now about
five yards in the lead and the
wearer of the Manhattan green
was some twenty yards in the rear
with Columbia bringing up the van.
Smith soon took the lead and after
running front for a lap was unable
to fight off the challenge of N. Y.
U.'s Mothner. who finished his legsome ten yards ahead.
Frank Nordell, who nosed out
Bren Moynahan in the two-mile
intercollegiate relay last March, got
off to a ten-yard lead. Bob Jordan
was content to follow the lanky
wearer of the violet until the last
lap. He was now fifteen yards behind. Manhattan was thirty yards
in the rear and Columbia was completely out of the race. The Eagle
captain gradually gained on Nordell
who gamely fought to hold the lead,
and with seemingly little difficulty
passed the N. Y. U. flash and continued on to break the tape a win-

Superb running was the order of
the evening at the annual K. of C.
games last week at the Boston Garden, but from the high school midgets to the stellar Gene Venzke
there was ho competitor who ran a
smarter or more courageous race
than John Moynahan of the Boston
College two-mile relay team. John,
who has returned to the wars after
a year's forced retirement, is the
chief reason why Boston College
still reigns supreme in the two-mile
relay field.
Starting his leg in
fourth place, a full ten yards behind
the leader, John pulled up on his
last lap and by sheer grit and fight
worked his way to the lead, handing
a ten-yard advantage to anchor
Bob Jordan.
*

*

*

Carey Wins

Lawlor

1-« HE

*

*

corner and was never headed; out his evening, after a blazing win
was John's time, which would over Arnold Adams in the Prout

to indicate that he is not 600, he ran a sensational anchor for
averse to the adoption of the metre the Newark A. C. one-mile relay
system in America.
team to win over the B. A. A. four.
*
Joe McCluskey is apparently inIt was evidently a night for vincible in his specialty, the two"Johns." In the one mile relay mile, which he clinched with his last
against the University of New lap spurt. However, Joe may have
Hampshire, it was another John who had a special incentive. Sitting in
gained the lead for the Eagles. a box, all alone, was a pretty miss
Johnnie Joyce is the gentleman in clad in pale blue, intently enjoying
question.
After being handed the the festivities. But soon after the
baton with a slight deficit he two-mile run she was no longer
blazed after Mann of New Hamp- alone, for Fordham Joe was not
shire and gave Ed Carey a lead long in joining her.
which the latter and Red Parks held
The attendance was surprisingly
to the finish.
large,
considering the fact that
*
there are rumors of a depression.
Venzke Victor in Mile
Whatever profit was enjoyed by the
Brendan Moynahan, captain of K. of C. must have gone to buy
last year's Maroon and Gold team, worsted for the runners to breast.
has lost none of his speed. Brendan,
*
running under the colors of the
B. A. A., entered the James M.
This was the first year in many
Curley mile in a somewhat experiMonty Wells has failed to part
that
mental mood. However, it was an
tape in the finals of the 45the
entirely successful experiment, for
yard high hurdles.
he easily
seem

*

*

*

*

*

Another unlooked for but equally
popular victory was that of John
outdistanced Frank
Carey, who won the N. E. A.
Crowley of Manhattan, who was the
A. U. 300 metre championship in
pre-meet choice to press the great
record time. John looked superb in

both his trial heat and in the final.
He had a veritable romp in his
trial, but few of the Maroon and
Cold adherents g'ave him a chance
Eagle's win on Last Saturof repeating in the final. However,
day evening brought the audiManhattan at the bark of
ner by twenty yards.
Hughie McGrath's
quite
feet
was
a
to
its
and
ence
a gun John was burning down the
sixty
yards
third
and
poor
was
a
surprise to the confident New York
straightaway, gained the lead at the
loser.
University followers.
DUST
Geo.'33

first
37%

*

*

*

*

Gene Venzke. When the finish line
It seems to be the same array of
reached Moynahan was the
winners each year, with Venzke in
only runner within hailing distance
the mile, McCluskey in the twoof the peerless Penn freshman.
mile, and George Bullwinkle in the
1,000-yard run.
Bullwinkle is the
McCafferty Beats Fleet
chap who astounded the intercolBernie McCafferty is still the peer legiate world by his running in the
of the 600-yarders.
And to round Harvard Stadium a few years back.
was

*

*

*

Alumni Notes
By ED. HALLIGAN

LIEUTENANT
LERMOND,

GEORGE W.
'26, former Boston College and West Point star,
now wearing the colors of the New
York A. C, will be among the star
runners in the Gardner B. Williams
two-mile race at the coming B. A.
A. games in the Boston Garden. He
is the present national three-mile
champion, having won the title at
the national indoor championships
in New York last February.
Louis Welch, '25, former member
of the intercollegiate championship
two-mile relay team, placed second
in the N. E. A. A. U. Junior 1500meter walk at the Y. M. C. A.
games last week. Mr. Welch, who
now represents the B. A. A., is professor of chemistry at the Dorchester High School for Boys.
A banquet was tendered Hon.
John E. Swift, '92, by his campaign
workers and friends, at the CopleyPlaza Hotel in Boston.
Daniel Harkins, '18, former track
star and at present the Boston representative of the North German
Lloyd Steamship Line, gave an
illustrated lecture on a West Indies
cruise at the monthly meeting of
the St. Peter's Holy Name Society
of Dorchester.

*

Bob Jordan avenged Bren Moynahan's defeat of last March at the
hands of Nordell. The New Yorker
extended himself so much trying
to fight off the challenge of Jordan
that he was unable to finish in the
1,000 metres run later on in the

evening.
*

*

People know it..

*

Bill Parks had quite a surprise on
last Saturday afternoon when Coach
Jack Ryder walked into his room at
the Hotel New Yorker, and told
him that he was running the 400metre lead-off leg that night and
that Ed Carey would run the 200metre leg.
*

*

__.

_____

__

*

The Maroon and Gold boast one
of the best half milers in the counHis
try in Captain Bob Jordan.
time last Saturday night was in the
l:s4's for the 800 metres, and when
one compares this with the times
of 1.56 and 1.57 for the two 800metre feature races his prominence
stands out more vividly.
*

*

*

Paul Dailey, last year's championship two-mile relay team's lead-off
man will be at his favorite leg
against Bates and Harvard next
Saturday at the B. A. A. games at
the Boston Garden.
*

*

*

Arnie Adams will run the leadoff leg for Bates and it is no secret
that they are out to clip the Eagle's
wings.
Strange as it may seem
with the championship teams of the
last two years, B. C.'s two-mile
team has not won in the B. A. A.
meet for the last four years.
*

*

*

Don Fleet was a close fourth to
Bullwinkle in the 800 metres Class
B race. After leading most of the
way the Gloucester flash was edged
by inches. Fleet returned to school
this week and it will be quite a
while before he returns to his
former star form.
*

*

*

Neal Holland rates a high position in the opinion of the New York
handicappers. He was on scratch
with Jack Kellen, the Ohio State
timber king.
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WAR FACTS BARED French Academy
BY FR. MURPHY, S.J. President Lauds

Star In Operetta

French.
At last Monday's meeting, the
president of the Academy, A. Marais
Lewis, '34, gave a concise, twentyminute lecture on Calvin Coolidge.
Mr. Lewis not only described briefly
the astounding career of the late exPresident, but also summed up his
enigmatical character. Shrewdness,

archives.

Trade as a Cause

dependability, and simplicity were
the three
traits
of character
which the speaker found dominant in
Coolidge?"the greatest Republican
since T. Roosevelt?a man of fine
sentiments and deep-rooted convic-

tions."
At the regular meeting of the
Academy next Monday, there will be
a general discussion by the members
of our national defenses and the
need of increased protection. Those
freshmen commencing this week
their study of French are especially
urged to be present.

TENDER BANQUET
TO LAW SENIORS
Father Rector

both of these two alliances
watched each other's movements
with uneasiness. The Allies had
The evening division of the senior
plans for fortifications along the
at the Boston College Law
class
boundaries of Germany and the
School
will be honored with a testieastern English coast to be complete
monial
dinner by the members of
in the Spring of 1916. The Kaiser
junior
the
class at the Hotel Brunshad
milihis
saw this situation and
tary machine ready for instant wick, Thursday evening, Feb. 9.
Among the guests will number
notice. England kept its navy in
many prominent members of the
the North Sea for instant action.
"The assassination of Crown Massachusetts judiciary.
The
Prince Ferdinand of Austria-Hun- speakers will include Rev. Louis J.
gary made Serbia call upon Russia. Gallagher, S.J., Rev. Jones I. CorriRussia conferred with France and gan, S.J., and Judge Charles T.
England; Austria-Hungary made Davis, senior judge of the land
legitimate claims upon the actions court.
of the Serbian Government as to its
On the dinner committee are
actions into the investigation of the Allen J. Anapolsky, chairman; John
murderer. Serbia refused to ac- J. Mclntyre, Attleboro, president of
quiesce to the Hapsburg claims. All
the junior class; George A. Mooney,
the while Russia mobilized upon the Sandwich, and John F. Kelly,
Prussian front. The Austrian army Brookline.
entered Serbia. Then came the final
blow. France mobilized. Russia
called upon Germany to have
Austria withdraw its troops from
SOUTH BOSTON CLUB
Serbia. Upon refusal of the corEurope
I The members of the Boston §
diale, the giant powers of
College Club of South Boston §
into
mortal
comthrew themselves
i are invited to attend a meetbat."
1 ing on Friday, at 1:30, in the
Fulton Room to make plans
for the annual Communion
Breakfast.
|
=
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PHILOMATHEIA AND STUDENTS
STAGE "DICK WHITTINGTON"
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
Many Students in Cast
The cast includes 125 characters,
chorus and ensemble. The part of
"Dick" is portrayed by Paul Curley, '35, and the lovely "Alice"
is appropriately characterized by
Miss Virginia Grimes of Newton,
and a student at Wellesley. The
supporting cast includes:
Frank
Mulligan, '33, president of the
Dramatic Society, as "Sir Hugh

cently starring in George White's
"Melodies," visited the show and
complimented the cast for their
ability and the directors for their
successful work. He stated that
they had another "Peter Pan" for
America and hoped to attend the
performance.

Fitzwarren"; John Hanrahan, '33,
as "Bunthrop," the salesman; James
Waters, '34, as "the Sultan"; Celeste Callaghan as "Sooky"; Anna
Mahoney as
"Cecily";
Martha
Hurley, of radio fame, as "Zobeida";
William Day, '34, as "Caxton," the
villain; John Fallon, '34, as "Kitanni," and others. The large chorus is
composed of members of the Philomatheia and students of the college.

ciety

Another "Peter Pan"
Mr. Victor Morley, who was re-
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FOR RENTAL

Addressing more than five hundred members of the League of
Catholic Women at Emmanuel College, The Fenway, Sunday afternoon on "Japan's Imperialism,"
Rev. Jones I. Corrigan, S.J., professor of sociology at Boston College, scored Japan's policy in the
Far East as "disastrous to international peace, the sanctity of treaties
and the policy of the Open Door,
upon which peace in the Pacific de-

pends.

"For sixteen months," Father Cordeclared, "Japan has shown
herself an outlaw nation, flouting
every international agreement she
entered into with other nations for
the peace of the world. Once again
the militaristic spirit, fed by imperialistic greed, threatens world peace.
"Japan's military excuse for entering Manchuria in September,
1931," Father Corrigan said, "was
unjustified. Her subsequent actions
there can, in no sense, be described
as self-defense. Furthermore, Manchuria, as an integral part of China,
comes under the protection of the
Nine-Power Treaty guaranteeing
China's sovereignty, and establishing an international order in the
Far East, definitely removing the
rivalries and suspicions of the nineteenth century.
"The whole structure of international peace is thus involved," Father Corrigan continued. "When an
11' IIII'll l|i]I!IB:!li:i:iiniMI! \u25a0 I'«! I\u25a0:I\u25a0;I\u25a0!L\u25a011\u25a0: H I; \u25a0 !: >'! i >-S
important nation like Japan violates
the Kellogg pact, defies the League
of Nations, and repudiates the NineEAST BOSTON CLUB
Power Treaty, it is no longer a
The Boston College Club of I question between China and Japan
East Boston will hold an im- §
merely, but of world peace as well.
rigan

-

=
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The peace movement throughout the
world is threatened, and Japan is
clearly the offender.
|
"From the American angle," FaX?flliininiiiiniiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiii;ii!iiuiiiiiii:iinii:ini!ii:il:il*4
ther Corrigan said, "the integrity
of China, guaranteed by the NineFor "filling the air with odd
the latest collegiate
Power Treaty, and the continuance
fashion.
noises" after the police had issued of the Open Door policy, are the
a warning for no night serenading, important aspects of this intricate
nine students at Oklahoma Agricul- problem precipitated by the military
caste in Japan. America must rectural College were fined $3 each.
Clothiers
ognize the danger to the whole body
Summer Street, Boston
They were to be re-fined and rein- of treaties signed at the
Washington
carcerated for a second offense.
Conference in Japan's unilateral and

Croston
72

Tuxedo Suit

&

Carr Co.

|

portant meeting on Friday at
1:30, in Room 117. All members are invited to attend.

|
|
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ton papers

are carrying pictures
numerous stories in news, so-

and

and dramatic columns, is only
five days away, and at present
tickets are being sold at Herrick's,
Filene's and Steinert's. Certainly

no

one should be urged

to attend

this beautiful production, which will
bring praise and fame not only to
the producers and directors but to
the college and the Junior Philomatheia Club.
Students and others may obtain
tickets at the Treasurer's office
daily.

Scores Japan's Policy

I

DISTINCTIVE
DRESS CLOTHES

Downtown Ticket Sale
The new play, of which the Bos-

Professor of Sociology

=
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Advertising Methods
For Marquette

for the championship of
Boston. There will be
"One of the cardinal evils of
skating after the games until twelve present-day business
methods is
o'clock. Entertainment will be furmodern advertising, that persistent
nished between the games. Buddie agent which
continually flaunts
Roy, '33, an acrobatic skater, will tempting
non-essentials before the
perform.
buying public, and in no slight deReservations on tables for the gree can the present
economic
prom may be made any day in the turmoil be
traced to this source."
rotunda at 1:25 or through Ray
In this manuer Gabriel Ryan,
Roberts, Junior A, in the Science '35, of the Marquette
Debating SoBuilding.
ciety, denounced modern advertising
and its methods, in a debate held
Friday evening, Jan. 27, in the
ATTORNEY
Senior assembly hall. Ryan and
Paul V. Power, '36, opposed debaters J. Greenwood and K. Muskie
of Bates College, on the question,
Resolved:
"That modern advertising
Prominent Graduate of tends
to be detrimental to the best
Georgetown Law at
interests of the American people."'
The Bates speakers upheld the negBusiness Club
ative of the argument, which, on
the suggestion of the visitors, was
Speaking before one of the largest debated under the Oxford rules,
audiences that had up to the time thus precluding a decision.
attended the Business Club, Mr. EdContinuing his arguments, Ryan
mond J. Donlan, of Georgetown Law contended that the manner in which
School, counsellor-at-law in Boston, the products are now brought to
discussed Technocracy, yesterday the attention of the people urges
afternoon.
these people to live beyond their
Tracing the development of the means, encourages fraudulent busimovement, Mr. Donlan related sev- ness practices and fails to fulfill its
eral interesting anecdotes about the proper purpose.
notorious Howard Scott. Coming to
"Despite our opponents contrary
the principles involved in the ques- assertion," declared Greenwood,
first
tion, Mr. Donlan pointed out the speaker for the negative, "modern
socialistic tendencies of the system, advertising will undoubtedly speed
as advanced by Howard Scott and economic
recovery.
Advertising
the "bad boy" of economics, Thor- will, as it always has, force a restein Veblen.
duction of prices and thereby bring
"Working on Mr. Scott's definition products within the
means of the
of economics, 'a pathology of debt,' I people. This will eventually make
feel myself qualified to speak on the for more buying and consequently
subject," said Mr. Donlan. Enter- aid immeasurably in restoring
busiing the body of his speech, Mr. Donness to its normal state. Advertislan quoted a few passages from Mr. ing made possible mass production.
Scott's book, "The Official Version of In fact," he concluded,
"business
Technocracy," demonstrating Scott's would
cease entirely without the
ability to write interesting, if vague benefit of modern advertising."
English. Elucidating on the purPaul V. Power, second speaker
poses of Scott and the Technocrats,
for the affirmative, argued mainly
Mr. Donlan pointed out that in one from a
statistical standpoint, and
purpose the Technocrats were right repeatedly
presented authoritative
we must rebuild our civilization. In figures and statements
which astheir method, he said, they erred.
serted that the buyer pays for the
"This new industrial order must advertising,
and this advertising by
be based upon the institution of pri- deceitful tricks and wiles continuproperty,
vate
but with a more equit- ally
defrauds the buyer and misable distribution of property and represents
the products. He proeconomic power with proper safeduced accredited figures which
guards and respect for the morale
showed the abundant profits reaped
and dignity of workers." This was
from some of our more common
the basic foundation for the new sys- products,
and with more statistics
tem, said the speaker. He continued,
pointed out the ineffectual benefit
"economic life must be built upon
to the buyer. He further averred
Christian principles with charity
that modern advertising merely
playing the leading part." A popucompetition and resulted
stimulated
lar subject, the talk was very well
in
quality of products.
inferior
attended. The speech was most inMuskie, second speaker for the
structive and illuminating.
Mr. Kenneth J. Kelley, president negative, claimed that the standard
of advertising has ever been imof the Business Club, announced that
proving,
and concluded his arguthey had been quite fortunate in obtaining Mr. W. T. A. Fitzgerald, ments by declaring that modern adRegistrar of Deeds of Suffolk vertising has undoubtedly raised the
American standard of living.
County, as speaker on Tuesday, February 21. Consistent with the policy
of obtaining outstanding and popu\u2666}i.li:i::l' li:li;l:.i::i!H':li!liili,|i:liil..li'i::l!!liinniniillJ}
lar speakers, Mr. Kelley has also secured Mr. Frederick Mansfield, exDOROTHY MURIEL'S 1
president of the Massachusetts Bar |
LUNCHEON
|
Association, one of the foremost
?
|
judiciary figures in the public life of | Good Food ?
this State. Mr. Mansfield will speak |
Temptingly Served ? ? 1
at the Club on February 28.
Moderately Priced ? ? |
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Ryan and Power Denounce

University,
the city of

Guest at

Testimonial Dinner
By Law Juniors

exports.
"Now

MODERN ADS TOPIC
OF BATES DEBATE

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
tween Boston College and Boston

desire of both officers and members
to furnish a full, live series of
weekly activities. As direct results
of suggestions offered by way of
improving the programs, the members will now have a greater opportunity as a group to express their
private views on various subjects,
and also Mess, de Beauvivier, Provost, et Walsh, S.J., are scheduled
for informal lectures. Every effort
is being made to make the French
Academy a true, valuable supplement to the college courses in

Skating Party
Novel Feature of
Junior Week

the severe competition given them by the other two
major academies, which met the
same afternoon, the members of the
French Academy gathered in the
Fulton Room last Monday for the
first meeting of the second semester.
The very same progressive spirit
which brought new successes and renown to the group last term was
again apparent at this meeting. The
new program that was passed out
to all present reflected the earnest

be termed as our immediate cause
for entering the World War.
Russia Should Tell Truth
"Now as to the remote causes of
this recent debate, known as the
World War, they were more than
simply personal ambitions of the
outstanding statesmen of Europe.
The archives when revealed by the
nations in years to come will reveal
their stand in the cause of the war.
Of course the archives will not be
complete because no nation will ever
indict itself too heavily. Russia, because it is under the Soviet regime,
will be the only one to be relied
upon to reveal all the extant

4

...

Undismayed by

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
wealthy Englishmen bought large
blocks of stock. So complete was
their dissemination of events as
were enacted by Germany, AustriaHungary and Turkey that this influence of English propaganda can

Dress Suils

February 8, 1933

Coolidge Career

Declares Systematized
Propaganda Led U. S.
Into War

"This recent catastrophe was in
the making back in the eighties because of the rivalry between the
continental nations. England was
Germany's best friend until Germany gained the upper hand in
monopolizing the commerce of the
world that England formerly held.
As Germany lost its favor in
British minds, France's friendship
Russia, after receiving a
grew.
terrific defeat by Japan, allied itself
with France and England. One of
the greatest tributes paid to Edward VII of England was that he
built a wall around Germany.
"Armaments increased in every
country in the world, especially in
England's
France and England.
commerce
was her
only protection of
navy which was to be equalled by
Germany by the innovation of the
dreadnaught, a British discovery.
The alliance
of Germany with
Austria-Hungary and Italy was
part of a plan to link the Bagdad
to Berlin Railway, which England
feared because Bagdad was too near
India to suit England and its course
was through Constantinople which
Russia needed as an outlet for her

...

HEIGHTS

forceful rejection of one of them.

Together these treaties have constituted a closely woven fabric of international engagements for the
maintenance of the status quo in the
Pacific, and it is a serious question
whether they must not stand or fall
together.
"In such circumstances the determination of American Far Eastern
policy becomes of even greater importance than is at first realized. It
must take into consideration not
only the status of Manchuria but
also the effect upon our interests in
the whole Pacific area of Japan's
change of position. This phase of
the question cannot be ignored under cover of non-recognition of the
fruits of Japanese aggression. In a
word, our non-recognition policy does
not go far enough, and far from
adequately covers American interests at stake.
"American policy throughout has
been eminently high-minded and restrained. We have urged the sanctity of treaties. That high principle
is the only sound basis of any true
settlement of this or of any other
international dispute. Japan's reckless repudiation of the principle is
her real offense. Until the Japanese
people insist on reaffirming their adherence to the principle, Japan faces
the alternative of outlawry before
the decent opinion of mankind.
"In 1922, the United States
thought it had attained the goal
toward which its Far Eastern policy
had been directed for almost a century in the formal international recognition of China's territorial integrity and the Open Door. The breakdown of this agreement is America's
major concern today. The military
caste in Japan will never recognize
the 1922 treaties. As a consequence,
Japan faces isolation. It is a high
price to pay for a precarious theft
of territory and a weakness for military paradings. The sensible, peaceloving civilian population of Japan
must oust the military, and stand
firmly for the sanctity of treaties,
or Japan will face a loss of prestige
in Asia which may be of incalculable import."
,
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
Furnished heated room for one or
two students, near Boston College.
Garage if desired. Call Stadium
5273.

FOR

located at

I

1916-18 BEACON STREET

|

Near Cleveland Circle

|
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Special

Discount for Junior Prom

See BILL SULLIVAN, B. C, '33

E.F.P.
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